athenaClinicals | Patient Record Sharing

fewer phone calls.
more face time.
To coordinate care across communities and health systems, providers need the ability to
seamlessly exchange patient records with care partners – no matter the EHR.

athenaClinicals’ patient record sharing functionality helps you access the patient records you need to achieve the best
outcomes for your patients. Patient record sharing automatically searches our comprehensive network of care sites,
CommonWell, and Carequality, locates your patient’s records, and surfaces them directly in your clinical workflow. So
you can get the data you need, stay off the phone, and stay focused on your patients.
Join the most universallyconnected network
With over 160,000 providers on our
network and connections to thousands of
care sites via CommonWell and Carequality,
our network is the highest rated for
exchanging clinical records with different
EHRs, compared with other EHR vendors.*
Harnessing the power of our network, you
have access to the records you need,
regardless of the EHR in use.

Reduce your
IT burden
We take IT work off your plate, building and
maintaining connections to CommonWell
and Carequality so you don’t have to.
With our cloud-based platform, we can
quickly activate your organization on
CommonWell and Carequality, giving
you access to a comprehensive national
network.

Access patient data
when you need it
We surface patient records in your clinical
workflow in athenaNet, so you don’t have
to log into a separate system or jump to
another tab.
We auto-label patient documents with key
information such as provider name and
document type, making it easy for you to
quickly identify records you want to review.

Highest rated for sharing with different EHRs in 2016 and 2017 KLAS Interoperability Reports*

96%

participation in CommonWell and Carequality makes athenaClinicals clients the most connected
among EHR users**

* “Interoperability 2016: From a Clinician View: Frustrating Reality or Hopeful Future?” September, 2016. www.KLASResearch.com © 2016 KLAS Enterprises, LLC. All rights reserved.
“Interoperability 2017: First Look at Trending -- Some Progress Toward a Distant Horizon.” October, 2017. www.KLASResearch.com. © 2016 KLAS Enterprises, LLC. All rights reserved.
** Interoperability: “Real Progress with Patient-Record Sharing via Commonwell and Carequality,” November, 2018.. www.KLASresearch.com. ©2018 KLAS Enterprises,
LLC. All rights reserved.
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connect across your community – and the country
The athenahealth network connects you to payers, providers,
and other healthcare entities across the country
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CommonWell and Carequality extend your connectivity even further
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Easier patient record sharing helps organizations of all sizes
“In the daily operations of a practice, record transfer sits on the bottom of the pile, so having a tool that can pull records
directly into the patient chart regardless of where the patient went for care means we can work more efficiently.”


— Dr. Jeffrey Hawtof, VP of Medical Operations and Informatics, Beebe Healthcare

“There is peace of mind for the patient knowing no matter where they go or who they see, the physician will have
access to their CCD [continuity of care document] created by athenahealth.”


– Dr. Joseph DiPoala, Jr., Co-founder, Ridgeview Internal Medicine
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